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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Thank you for joining us for a look at social engineering, the human element of cybersecurity. Today’s goal is to help shed some light on social engineering scams as well as educational research collected from a wide range of trusted security sources. The information we’re going to be looking at today will help give you a snapshot of what’s at stake as well as what you can do to help avoid becoming a victim. 



What is social engineering?
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Social engineering is a very psychological process. The idea behind social engineering is to take advantage of a potential victim’s natural good natured tendencies and emotional reactions: Fear (in general) – This is where it starts. The social engineer has to get your attention and scaring you in some way is the start. Maybe it appears to be from the C-suite – If you receive an electronic message from a higher up, it gets your attention to do something – fast. Social engineering latches on to the latest trends, issues and even the pandemic. Same tactics, the subjects are just across the board.Especially with millennials and generation z – There is a fear of missing out. In 2004, Americans said on average they had about 9 personally close friends. Today, it’s 1 or even 0, so we’re looking for ways to stay current, in the loop, etc.Velvet rope – Everyone wants to feel special. Phish love trying to make you feel special too with things like hard to get items, free things, etc. 



Phish in the wild
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Social engineering and phishing rely on one thing – human error. All the technological advancements you have in place are no match for one employee going around normal routines. They may be trying to help or feel like they’re doing the right thing, but social engineers prey on kindness. In this case, they also again prey on fear. These are screenshots from an actual phish I received which may look very familiar. Apple is a common spoofed domain. 



Online and offline 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
What you post on social media can hurt you:Posted where she lives, when she left, how long she would be gone and more importantly that it would be travel out of the country.Posted a badge photo. Social engineers can take those, photoshop photos and reuse them to get into buildings “even by a lowly tech.” The shock of potentially being in a salacious video? Many couldn’t resist clicking – and paid for it.



A reel cautionary tale
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
I’ll end with sharing an actual account received from one of our associates at UMB, and this individual gave permission to use it in this presentation:After the death of her husband, this UMB associate’s mother-in-law joined Facebook to keep up with friends and family. She received a friend request from a widowed, retired serviceman around her age and the two developed a friendship. The gentleman asked if she could send money to help him come for a visit, and then a little more, and then a little more after that. You can probably see where this is going. What she didn’t know was that he was a con artist. Her family and local law enforcement were eventually able to convince her that she had been part of a Facebook romance scam – but not before she lost nearly $60,000 and a lot of personal trust. 



AML / Corporate Risk
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Presentation Notes
Thank you for joining us for a look at social engineering, the human element of cybersecurity. Today’s goal is to help shed some light on social engineering scams as well as educational research collected from a wide range of trusted security sources. The information we’re going to be looking at today will help give you a snapshot of what’s at stake as well as what you can do to help avoid becoming a victim. 



Fraud Triangle
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“Trusted persons become trust 
violators when they conceive of 
themselves as having a financial 
problem which is non-shareable, are 
aware this problem can be secretly 
resolved by violation of the position 
of financial trust, and are able to 
apply to their own conduct in that 
situation verbalizations which 
enable them to adjust their 
conceptions of themselves as 
trusted persons with their 
conceptions of themselves as users 
of the entrusted funds or property.”

Donald R. Cressey, Other People’s 
Money (Montclair: Patterson Smith, 
1973) p. 30



Pandemic – Pressure & Opportunity Increasing

• Pressure
• Escalating unemployment
• Potential economic contraction
• Medical costs

• Opportunity
• Increased digital coordination/communication
• Changes in process/procedure to accommodate pandemic
• Macro-economic changes
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The Confluence of AML, Fraud Operations, 
& Cyber Security

• Fraud – predicate crime to money laundering
• Suspicious Activity Reporting requirements
• Identification of Perpetrators

• Digital fingerprints
• Victim or Accomplice?

• Key Considerations
• Common vernacular
• Clear responsibilities between teams
• Access to data to key parties
• Coordination on fraud events/incidents
• Reinforce good control discipline
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Presentation Notes
Thank you for joining us for a look at social engineering, the human element of cybersecurity. Today’s goal is to help shed some light on social engineering scams as well as educational research collected from a wide range of trusted security sources. The information we’re going to be looking at today will help give you a snapshot of what’s at stake as well as what you can do to help avoid becoming a victim. 



ACH Fraud

• ACH Fraud is the use of the Automated 
Clearing House network to perpetrate fraud. 

• All that is needed is the ABA routing number 
and an account number. 

• According to NACHA over 23 billion in ACH 
payments were made in 2018.

• 24 hour window to return a business ACH/60 
days for a personal account
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Fraud Prevention Tips:

 Use Online Banking 
tools to monitor an 
account

 Review statements

 ACH Filters

 Awareness on phishing 
and social engineering

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Nacha, the Electronic Payments Association behind the ACH network.24 vs 60 typically depends if it is titled in a persons name or an entities. ACH Filter Online tool with real-time data and anytime access • View all ACH debit or ACH credit activity (depending on your subscribed module) to identify unauthorized transactions • Advanced control of ACH transactions before they post to your account • Efficient defense against fraudulent transactionsBank displays all incoming ACH transactions during a business day in the ACH filter application Your authorized users review each item and decide whether the item should be paid or returned You notify the bank of your decision through the ACH Filter application within the UMB online portal.Service options Filter services ensure only authorized items post against your account and provide: • Authorized users within the company have online access to view and monitor incoming ACH debit or ACH credit transactions • Ability to make decision on a transaction (i.e. decline a transaction or add to the approved list) Block services allow customers to select from the following accounts instructions • Post no ACH entries • Post only ACH credit entries • Post only ACH debit entriesNote: Cut off times and fees associated with bank services



Check Fraud

• According to the ABA 2019 Deposit Account Fraud Survey
• Fraud against bank deposit accounts amounted to $25.1 billion in 2018, up from $19.1 

billion in 2016, according to ABA estimates.
• $2.8 billion in losses to the industry and $22.3 billion in fraud prevention, i.e., 

fraudulent transactions that were stopped by banks’ prevention measures.
• In 2018, check fraud accounted for 47 percent or $1.3 billion of industry deposit 

account fraud losses.
• Compared with the last survey results, industry fraud losses from debit cards 

decreased slightly/remained stable. However, losses increased for both check and 
electronic channels.

• Survey respondents rated customer victimization scams (e.g., fake check scams, 
Internet job scams, lottery scams), phishing emails and business email compromise 
(BEC) schemes, social engineering (including recruitment of money mules via social 
media), elder financial abuse, and ATM/gas pump skimming as the leading risks to the 
industry and its customers in the next 12 months.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The ABA Deposit Account Fraud Survey collects baseline information on check, debit card, and electronic payment fraud losses. According to the ABA 2019 report:NOTE: combined consumer & business Fraud against bank deposit accounts amounted to $25.1 billion in 2018, up from $19.1 billion in 2016, according to ABA estimates.This amount includes $2.8 billion in losses to the industry and $22.3 billion in fraud prevention, i.e., fraudulent transactions that were stopped by banks’ prevention measures. The loss amount does not include the expense banks incurred during 2018 for prevention, detection, investigation, and prosecution of deposit account fraud.In 2018, check fraud accounted for 47 percent or $1.3 billion of industry deposit account fraud losses, closely followed by debit card fraud losses—signature, PIN, and ATM combined—44 percent or $1.2 billion. The remaining 9 percent or $265 million of losses were attributable to electronic banking transactions, including billpay, P2P transfers, wire and ACH transactions.Compared with the last survey results, industry fraud losses from debit cards decreased slightly/remained stable. However, losses increased for both check and electronic channels.Survey respondents rated customer victimization scams (e.g., fake check scams, Internet job scams, lottery scams), phishing emails and business email compromise (BEC) schemes, social engineering (including recruitment of money mules via social media), elder financial abuse, and ATM/gas pump skimming as the leading risks to the industry and its customers in the next 12 months.



Check Fraud

• Trends –
Deposit/Counterfeits/
Altered/Forgeries
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Fraud Prevention Tips:
 Online Banking tools to monitor 

an account
 Review statements
 Notify bank asap
 Dual Control for reconciling
 Positive Pay
 Paper Draft Block
 Awareness on phishing and 

social engineering

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Trends: (explain difference)Deposit Fraud – can be where a customer deposits a fraudulent item and pays out on it before its collected but also where a large deposit is made that you did not do – they by pass you such as a mail in deposit to artificially inflate the balance and then draw it out typically with a counterfeit check. Tips:OLB  - to monitor account. Also important that sign on ids are not being shared. Why? Tracking purposes. Turnover? If compromised easier to block.Positive Pay –different types. The Standard is:How it works: 1. You process a check transaction for your business 2. You provide check information to UMB 3. UMB compares the issued check information with checks presented against your company account 4. If a presented check item does not match the issue information, UMB reports it as an exception through our online portal 5. An authorized user at your company views the exception online, including relevant check images 6. Your authorized user decides whether to pay or return the check within UMB’s established deadlinePaper Debit Block Paper debit block is a simple fraud prevention tool that prohibits the posting of debits to your account. Blocking debit transactions on a depository account helps reduce fraud and minimize risk by only allowing deposits and credits to post to your account. All paper debit transactions are automatically returned.Dual Control of Reconciling  - same person that is writing the checks is not the same individual who is reconciling the accounts. Since account information, the information for counterfeit checks, is often obtained in Phishing attempts its is important to know the signs of phishing.
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